ABSTRACT: Triosephosphate isomerase (TIM) is a proficient catalyst of the reversible isomerization of dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP) to D-glyceraldehyde phosphate (GAP), via general base catalysis by E165. Historically, this enzyme has been an extremely important model system for understanding the fundamentals of biological catalysis. TIM is activated through an energetically demanding conformational change, which helps position the side chains of two key hydrophobic residues (I170 and L230), over the carboxylate side chain of E165. This is critical both for creating a hydrophobic pocket for the catalytic base and for maintaining correct active site architecture. Truncation of these residues to alanine causes significant falloffs in TIM's catalytic activity, but experiments have failed to provide a full description of the action of this clamp in promoting substrate deprotonation. We perform here detailed empirical valence bond calculations of the TIM-catalyzed deprotonation of DHAP and GAP by both wildtype TIM and its I170A, L230A, and I170A/L230A mutants, obtaining exceptional quantitative agreement with experiment. Our calculations provide a linear free energy relationship, with slope 0.8, between the activation barriers and Gibbs free energies for these TIM-catalyzed reactions. We conclude that these clamping side chains minimize the Gibbs free energy for substrate deprotonation, and that the effects on reaction driving force are largely expressed at the transition state for proton transfer. Our combined analysis of previous experimental and current computational results allows us to provide an overview of the breakdown of ground-state and transition state effects in enzyme catalysis in unprecedented detail, providing a molecular description of the operation of a hydrophobic clamp in triosephosphate isomerase.
■ INTRODUCTION
Triosephosphate isomerase (TIM) catalyzes the reversible isomerization of dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP) to Dglyceraldehyde phosphate (GAP, Scheme 1) through a pair of enediolate phosphate reaction intermediates. 1−4 TIM is an abundant and readily isolatable glycolytic enzyme, and has been the target of enlightening mechanistic studies for more than 50 years. 5 The rate acceleration for TIM is sufficient to obtain partially diffusion-limited turnover of substrate. 6, 7 The enzyme's catalytic proficiency, which is related to the burden borne in deprotonating its carbon acid substrate DHAP of pK a = 18, 8 is greater than that for ketosteroid isomerase, which has the smaller burden of deprotonation of carbon acid substrate of pK a = 13, 9 but less than for proline racemase-catalyzed deprotonation of the weakly acidic α-amino carbon of proline (pK a ≈ 29). 10 The kinetic parameters and products from TIM-catalyzed isomerization in HOH, 11 DOD, 12, 13 and HOT 14 document the formation of enediolate reaction intermediates, 12, 14 and provide the relative rates for partitioning of this intermediate between the reaction pathways shown in Scheme 1, but do not provide specific insight into the chemical events at the enzyme active site. The chemical reaction mechanism for TIM was inferred from the placement of catalytic side chains relative to the substrate, as determined by X-ray crystallography ( Figure  1) . 1,2,15−18 The roles of these side chains in catalysis were confirmed in studies on the effect of site-directed mutations on enzyme activity, which were largely completed by the late 1990s.
Richard and Amyes initiated experimental studies to close the gap between the prejudice that the mechanism of action for TIM is well understood, and the lack of clarity about the origin of the enzyme's catalytic rate acceleration. 3, 30 Specifically, the tethering of amino acid side chains at the positions appropriate for their catalytic functions is alone unlikely to produce robust catalytic activity, and so it was proposed that these side chains will in "some sense be activated for catalysis at the enzyme active site compared to water" 3 (i.e., the corresponding nonenzymatic base-catalyzed deprotonation of the substrate in aqueous solution). This model, which is conceptually similar to the electrostatic preorganization model, 31, 32 was confirmed by the demonstration that interactions between the protein catalyst and phosphite dianion activate the side chains at the active site for catalysis of deprotonation of the truncated substrate glycolaldehyde. 33, 34 The binding energy of the phosphodianion of substrates DHAP and GAP is utilized to drive a conformational change of TIM that converts an inactive open protein to an active closed form. 16, 35 Two important components of this activating conformational change are the placement of the conserved hydrophobic side chains of I170 and L230 on opposite faces of the carboxylate side chain of E165 and the extrusion of water molecules, which solvate this side chain, from the active site to bulk solvent. 36−39 The observation that the modest I170V mutation causes a genetic disease in humans suggests a critical role for I170 in catalysis. 40, 41 The importance of these side chains was confirmed by the demonstration that the I170A, L230A, and I170A/L230A mutations of TIM from Trypanosomes result in significant falloffs in the kinetic parameters for the TIM-catalyzed reactions of the whole substrates DHAP and GAP, and for phosphite dianion activation of the TIMcatalyzed reactions of the truncated substrate glycolaldehyde. 42−44 These results show that I170 and L230 are linchpins in the active site architecture of TIM, but do not provide a description of their role in promoting substrate deprotonation. This folds into the deeper question of why the active site architecture of TIM has been highly conserved during evolution. 4, 45, 46 The requirement of the hydrophobic side chains of I170 and L230 for optimal catalytic activity 42−44 may reflect either a specific role for the side chains in effecting an increase in the groundstate basicity of the carboxylate of E165, 38, 47 or an integral role as building blocks for this highly evolved enzyme active site, where there are optimal stabilizing electrostatic interactions between the deprotonation transition state and polar protein side chains. 48, 49 In the second case, the main effect of side chain truncation would be to perturb the protein structure and reduce these optimal stabilizing electrostatic interactions.
We report here the results of empirical valence bond (EVB) calculations to simulate the action of clamping side chains of I170 and L230 in catalysis by TIM, using base-catalyzed substrate deprotonation by propionate anion as a model for the nonenzymatic reaction, and the X-ray crystal structure of TIM from Saccharomyces cerevisiae (yTIM) as a model for the enzymatic reaction. 15 We report that the activation barrier for the wild-type TIM-catalyzed reaction determined by calculations is in good agreement with the activation barrier determined by experiment. In addition, the calculated effect of the I170A, L230A, and I170A/L230A mutations on the activation barrier (ΔG ⧧ ) for the wild-type TIM-catalyzed deprotonation of GAP and DHAP likewise show exceptionally good agreement with the experiment. Combining our current simulation data with detailed analysis of previous experimental results shows that the reduction in the Gibbs free energy (ΔG°) for wild-type as compared to mutant TIMs reflects (i) a small destabilization of the Michaelis complex to wild-type TIM, from replacement of solvating waters for the E165 Scheme 1 Figure 1 . A representation of the catalytic side chains at the active site of TIM (PDB ID: 1NEY), using the numbering of the residues from the wild-type TIM from Saccharomyces cerevisiae. 15, 19, 20 The substrate dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP) is deprotonated by the carboxylate side chain of E165. 21, 22 The neutral imidazole side chain of H95 is positioned to stabilize negative charge that develops at O-1 or O-2 of the isomeric enediolate phosphate reaction intermediates, 23, 24 and the amide side chain of N10 is positioned to stabilize negative charge that develops at O-1. 25 The alkyl ammonium cation side chain of K12 interacts with both the phosphodianion and the negatively charged oxygen of an enediolate phosphate reaction intermediate.
carboxylate by the hydrophobic side chains of I170 and L230; and (ii) the larger effect of disrupting the precise placement of side chains at the enzyme active site, which results in the weakening of stabilizing interactions between the protein and transition state.
■ METHODOLOGY
We have used the empirical valence bond approach 50, 51 to model the TIM-catalyzed deprotonation of DHAP and GAP, following our recent computational study of both wild-type and mutant TIM as a prototype system for computational enzyme design. 52 The system and simulation setup are largely as described in our previous work. 52 These simulations are described in detail in the Supporting Information.
All simulations in this work were performed using the 1.2 Å resolution structure of TIM in complex with DHAP (PDB ID: 1NEY). 19, 20, 53 This structure was prepared for simulations as described in ref 52 and in the Supporting Information. The I170A, L230A, and I170A/L230A mutants were obtained through simple truncation of the relevant side chains. We note that, for simplicity, we use the residue numbering from the wild-type TIM from Saccharomyces cerevisiae throughout this work. In addition, it was demonstrated in the crystal structures of the corresponding variants from Trypanosoma brucei brucei (TbbTIM) that the only impact of these truncations relative to the wild-type structure is the introduction of additional water molecules in the place of the truncated side chains (see ref 44) . GAP was manually placed in the active site using the DHAP conformation in the crystal structure as a template (i.e., by overlaying it on the DHAP molecule in the crystal structure), leading to eight independent starting structures for our simulations of the deprotonation reactions catalyzed by wild-type and mutant TIM (i.e., four variants and two substrates per variant). Each system was then solvated in a water droplet of 20 Å radius of TIP3P water molecules, 54 centered on the C1 atom of bound DHAP and GAP, with all protein atoms outside this droplet restrained to their crystallographic positions to avoid system instabilities during the simulation. The protonation states of all ionizable side chains within the inner 85% of the simulation sphere as well as the protonation patterns of all histidine side chains were assigned on the basis of standard pK a values in aqueous solution and by visual inspection, and these were then verified using PROPKA 3.1 55, 56 and the MolProbity server. 57 All residues that were ionized in these simulations are listed in Table S1 . All other ionizable residues fell in the restrained region of the simulation, and were thus kept in their neutral states to avoid having charges near the surface of or outside the water droplet in the simulations. All simulations in this work were performed using the OPLS-AA force field.
58 OPLS-AA compatible parameters for DHAP and GAP were obtained as described in the Supporting Information, and all nonstandard parameters used can be found in the Supporting Information of either ref 52 (DHAP) or this work (GAP).
Molecular Dynamics Simulations and Empirical Valence Bond Calculations. All molecular dynamics (MD) and EVB simulations were performed using the Q simulation package, 59 with a 1 fs time step. Each system was gradually heated from 0.01 to 300 K over the course of 140 ps simulation time, while gradually dropping an initial harmonic restraint of 200 kcal mol −1 Å −2 on all heavy atoms to only 0.5 kcal mol −1 Å −2 on the reacting atoms (i.e., the substrate and the E165 side chain). This weak restraint was retained for all subsequent simulations. Once the temperature reached 300 K, we performed additional MD simulations to equilibrate the system for subsequent EVB simulations. Specifically, for each system, we performed three initial 40 ns MD equilibrations at 300 K with different random seeds to assign the initial velocities, resulting in 120 ns equilibration time per system, and 960 ns total equilibration time over all systems. At the end of each individual 40 ns equilibration, we then performed a further 10 short (110 ps) MD simulations with new random seeds, to generate 30 independent starting points (from three initial equilibration runs) for our subsequent EVB simulations. Additionally, for computational efficiency, all initial equilibrations were performed at the transition state as in our previous work, 52 as this allowed us to simultaneously propagate EVB trajectories downhill to either reactant or product, thus greatly accelerating the simulations.
The RMSD values of all backbone atoms in each system, averaged over the three different replicas, are shown in Figures S1 and S2 , demonstrating the convergence of our calculations. The subsequent EVB simulations were performed using the standard EVB free energy perturbation/umbrella sampling (EVB-FEP/US) procedure described in detail elsewhere, 50, 51, 60 and the successful applications of EVB to TIM have been demonstrated both by us 52 and by others. 61 The protocol used here is modeled on that used in our previous work, 52 and the valence bond states used to describe the reaction are shown in Figure 2 . Each EVB trajectory was generated using 51 EVB mapping frames of 200 ps of simulation time per frame, sampling over 30 starting conformations per system as described above, leading to a total of 10.2 ns of simulation time per individual EVB trajectory, 306 ns of simulation time per system (over 30 trajectories), and 2.448 μs of total simulation time over all eight systems considered in this work. A more detailed description of the EVB calibration and parametrization procedures, and the analysis software used, can be found in the Supporting Information, where we have also presented all EVB parameters used to describe the TIMcatalyzed deprotonation of GAP. The corresponding DHAP parameters have already been provided in the Supporting Information of ref 52 .
■ RESULTS
The valence-bond (VB) states used in this work to describe deprotonation of the acidic carbon of DHAP and GAP by propionate anion to form the enediolate phosphate reaction intermediates are shown in Figure 2 . The energetics of the general base-catalyzed reaction in aqueous solution were calibrated as described in the Methodology to give a set of reaction parameters that were used to model the reaction at the active sites for wild-type and mutant TIMs. Table S2 , and are used in the comparison of the effects of site-directed mutations Table 1 . Representative geometries of the key stationary points for the Michaelis complex (MC), the transition state (TS), and the enediolate phosphate intermediate (IS) obtained from EVB simulations of the deprotonation of DHAP and GAP by wildtype TIM are provided in Figure S3 . Table S3 reports the average values of the distances, from EVB simulations, separating the donor (D) and acceptor (A) atoms from the transferred proton (H), the average D−H distance, and the D− H−A bond angles, at these stationary points. The corresponding distances separating the side chains of H95 and K12 from substrate atoms that lie within hydrogen-bonding distance of these side chains are shown in Table S4 .
We have calculated for each reacting state the number of water molecules that lie within 4 Å of at least one carboxylate oxygen of E165 during the initial equilibration runs for each system, as in our recent study of serum paraoxonase 1.
62 Figure  3 and Tables S5 and S6 show the average of the water counts at the transition states from our EVB simulations for the deprotonation of DHAP and GAP by wild-type and mutant forms of TIM, as well as the corresponding average number of hydrogen-bond interactions between these water molecules and E165, calculated using VMD. 63 Finally, Figure 3 shows the average electrostatic contribution from E165−water interactions to the calculated activation free energies. These were extracted from the EVB trajectories by using the linear response approximation 64, 65 for the data presented in Table S7 . We have also calculated an estimate for the total electrostatic contribution to the calculated activation energies for the deprotonation of DHAP and GAP by wild-type and mutant TIM, and an estimate for the breakdown of the total interaction into contributions from protein−solvent and solute−solvent interactions. These data were obtained by applying the linear response approximation 64, 65 to the calculated EVB trajectories, as was done for other systems in our previous work, 62 but that were in the present case scaled for simplicitly using an assumed dielectric constant of 4, which is the value most commonly used in simulations to approximate for a hydrophobic active site (see, e.g., refs 66 and 67) . These data are shown visually in Figure 4 , with the corresponding raw data being shown in Table S7 . Finally, Figure 5 shows the corresponding breakdown of the contribution of individual amino acids to the calculated electrostatic contribution from the protein to the deprotonation of DHAP and GAP in wild-type and mutant forms of TIM, respectively, and the corresponding raw data can be found in Table S8 . From these data, it can be seen that while the absolute electrostatic contributions for each system are significant, the effect of the I170A, L230A, and I170A/L230A mutations on the relative electrostatic contributions from each residue (as compared to those observed in the wild-type enzyme) is negligible.
Finally, the "flexibility" in protein structure during our simulations for reactions catalyzed by wild-type and mutant b Activation barrier for proton transfer from the carbon acid substrate to a carboxylate base, for reactions in water or at the active site of yTIM. The calculated energies and standard deviations are obtained as the average of 30 independent EVB trajectories/ system (Methodology).
c Difference between the calculated activation barriers for proton transfer and the barriers determined by experiment reported in Table S2 . Difference between the activation barriers for proton transfer at TIM and in aqueous solution.
e Difference between the activation barriers for proton transfer at wild-type and the specified mutant TIM.
f Calculated change in Gibbs free energy for proton transfer from the carbon acid substrate to a carboxylate base in water or at the active site of yTIM. 
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Article forms of TIM was evaluated by examining the root-meansquare fluctuations (RMSF) of the backbone α-amino acid carbons during our initial molecular dynamics simulations of the transition state complexes of wild-type and mutant forms of TIM in complex with DHAP and GAP ( Figures 6 and S4 , respectively). The first 10 ns of every 40 ns simulation was discarded from the analysis as equilibration, and 3 replicates were performed for each system, leading to a total of 90 ns of simulation time per system. The top panel in Figure 6 shows the calculated RMSF of the backbone α-amino acid carbons at the transition state for the wild-type TIM-catalyzed deprotonation of DHAP for a single enzyme subunit. The next three panels at the bottom half of Figure 6 show the effect of I170A, L230A, and I170A/L230A mutations on the RMSF determined 64, 65 to the calculated EVB trajectories, as in our previous works, 62,68−70 and scaled assuming a dielectric constant of 4 for the active site. The corresponding raw data for this figure are shown in Table S8 . The difference between the fluctuations of wild-type TIM and the specified enzyme variant (where (B), (C), and (D) denote the I170A, L230A, and I170A/L230A variants, respectively). Data were collected every 5 ps from three individual 40 ns molecular dynamics trajectories for each system, and represent a total of 90 ns simulation time per system (the first 10 ns of each trajectory was discarded as equilibration; see the description in the main text). The corresponding plots of data for TIM-catalyzed deprotonation of GAP at the transition state are given in Figure S4 .
Article for the wild-type TIM-catalyzed reactions of DHAP. The corresponding data for the transition state complexes for the TIM-catalyzed deprotonation of GAP are shown in Figure S4 .
■ DISCUSSION
Previous computational studies to model catalysis by TIM have pushed at the frontiers of computational and mechanistic enzymology, while providing insight into the mechanism of this enzyme-catalyzed proton transfer reaction. 52,61,71−82 Our present work has focused on using EVB methods to model catalysis by wild-type TIM. This provides a starting point for computational studies that address issues about the role of the highly conserved hydrophobic side chains of I170 and L230 at an enzyme active site that contains the more intensively studied polar side chains, which facilitate the proton transfer reactions at the enzyme-bound substrate (Figure 1) .
The activation barrier for TIM-catalyzed isomerization in water is composed mainly of the thermodynamic barrier (corresponding to the Gibbs free energy) to deprotonation of enzyme-bound substrate to form the enediolate phosphate reaction intermediate (Scheme 1). 83 We have therefore focused our computational effort on modeling the large barrier for this step, but not the small barriers for the rapid proton transfer reactions that connect the two enediolate phosphate intermediates (Scheme 1).
The activation barriers, ΔG exp ⧧ , calculated from the experimental values of k cat for isomerization of triosephosphates catalyzed by wild-type and mutant TIMs from Trypanosoma brucei brucei (TbbTIM), are compared in Table 1 with the computed ΔG calc ⧧ for deprotonation catalyzed by TIM from yeast, which are obtained by in silico mutation of an atomiclevel 1.2 Å resolution crystal structure of the enzyme·DHAP complex. 15 We note that there are no large differences in the kinetic parameters for isomerization of the whole substrates and substrate pieces catalyzed by TIM from Tbb, 46 yeast, 84 and rabbit muscle, 33 due to the high structural homology of the active sites of TIM from different organisms. 4, 44, 46 Wild-Type TIM. There is excellent agreement between the experimental activation barriers ΔG ⧧ of 14.1 and 12.9 kcal mol −1 for the TIM-catalyzed deprotonation of DHAP and GAP, respectively (Scheme 1), and the activation barriers of 14.5 and 12.9 kcal mol −1 calculated using the EVB approach. This corresponds to 10.7 and 11.2 kcal mol −1 reductions, respectively, in the activation barriers ΔG calc ⧧ for propionate anion-catalyzed deprotonation of DHAP or GAP upon substrate binding to TIM. These reductions in ΔG ⧧ are about 80% of the respective 13.3 and 13.6 kcal mol −1 decreases in the Gibbs free energy, ΔG calc°, for substrate deprotonation (Scheme 1), so that about 80% of the change in the reaction driving force is expressed as a change in the stability of the transition state for proton transfer.
This reduction in the activation barrier for proton transfer at TIM as compared to an aqueous solvent is achieved through either the selective stabilization of the transition state, which brings its energy closer to that for the reactant, or the selective destabilization of the reactant, which brings its energy closer to that of the transition state. EVB and other approaches to model enzyme reaction mechanisms typically do not consider the substrate binding step, and therefore cannot be used to directly evaluate the binding energy of DHAP and GAP that is utilized to destabilize the Michaelis complex, either by inducing strain into the substrate, or to drive a thermodynamically unfavorable conformational change at the enzyme. 85, 86 The EVB approach provides the difference between the electrostatic interactions of the protein catalyst TIM with the reactant and with the transition state complexes, which are assumed to be the underlying cause for transition state stabilization. These were extracted from the calculated EVB trajectories using the linear response approximation, 62,64,65,68−70 which can provide an estimate of the contribution of electrostatic interactions between catalytic side chains/solvent molecules and the reacting atoms to the enzymatic rate acceleration. Figures 4 and 5 show the electrostatic contributions from protein and solvent and the corresponding breakdown of the contributions from individual amino acid side chains (>0.2 kcal mol −1 ) to the calculated activation free energies (ΔG ⧧ ) for the formation of the enediolate phosphate intermediate, extracted from the EVB calculations. The sum of the electrostatic stabilization provided by the protein to the transition states for the deprotonation of DHAP and GAP is −6.1 and −4.9 kcal mol −1 , respectively (see Figure 4 and Table S7 ). This shows that stabilizing electrostatic interactions make an important, and perhaps the primary, contribution to the corresponding computed 11.9 and 11.3 kcal mol −1 reductions in the activation barriers for proton transfer in the enzyme active site as compared to that in water. Figure 5 provides a qualitative description of the effect of protein-side chain interactions on transition state and intermediate stability, which is fully consistent with observations from earlier experimental studies on the mechanism of the action of TIM. In particular, we note that:
(1) The substrate for TIM is locked in a protein cage, 37, 39 with the phosphodianion occluded from interaction with solvent water, and ion-paired to the surface alkyl ammonium side chain of K12. This side chain interaction is estimated to provide 3.9 and 2.7 kcal mol −1 stabilization, respectively, of the transition states for TIM-catalyzed deprotonation of DHAP and GAP. The ion pair between the buried side chain anion of E97 and K12 immobilizes the cationic side chain at the protein surface. 26−29 The electrostatic interactions of the side chain anion with the transition state are estimated to be destabilizing. However, the sum of the net interactions of the K12·E97 ion pair with the transition state is still stabilizing by 2.6 and 1.9 kcal mol −1 , respectively, at the transition state for the TIMcatalyzed deprotonation of DHAP and GAP, making this the largest individual contribution to electrostatic stabilization from the protein. For comparison, the K12G mutation of yTIM results in a 7.8 kcal mol −1 decrease in the activation barrier to k cat /K m , for the second-order reaction of free TIM and substrate, but roughly one-half of this interaction is expressed at the Michaelis complex.
28
(2) The neutral imidazole side chain of H95 interacts with the carbonyl oxygen of DHAP and GAP (Figure 2) . 23, 24 The small 0.7 and 0.9 kcal mol −1 stabilizing interactions between this side chain and the endiolate phosphate-like transition state for TIM-catalyzed deprotonation of DHAP and GAP, respectively, emphasize the relatively minor role of electrophilic catalysis by this neutral side chain in TIM-catalyzed isomerization, as compared to that of the cationic side chain of K12. 3, 23, 26, 28 In summary, early discussions of the mechanism of action of TIM were focused on the contribution of Brønsted acid catalysis at the carbonyl group to the enzymatic rate acceleration. 23 We conclude, therefore, that these EVB calculations do an excellent job in reproducing the effects of I170A and L230A mutations on enzyme activity determined by experiment. Figure 8 shows linear free energy relationships between the calculated activation barriers ΔG calc ⧧ and the free energy changes ΔG calc°( •) for wild-type and mutant TIM-catalyzed deprotonation of DHAP and GAP to form the enediolate phosphate intermediates, as well as the corresponding activation barriers observed in experiment (+). The slopes of 0.80 and 0.76 for the relationships for TIM-catalyzed reactions of DHAP and GAP, respectively (Figure 8) , are similar to the slopes of the twopoint correlations for the uncatalyzed and wild-type TIMcatalyzed reactions discussed above. These results show that the side chains of I170A and L230A function to reduce the Gibbs free energy for TIM-catalyzed deprotonation, and that a large fraction of this effect is expressed as stabilization of an enediolate phosphate-like transition state.
The results from EVB calculations show that the positions of the transition states for TIM-catalyzed deprotonation of bound substrates lie closer to the intermediate than to the Michaelis complex (see Figure S5) . One consequence of a late transition state for TIM-catalyzed deprotonation of bound substrate is that the effect of substitutions on the reaction driving force ΔG°is strongly expressed as changes in the activation barrier ΔG ⧧ for substrate deprotonation. Consequently, the effects of ΔG ⧧ can be rationalized by a consideration of the effects on ΔG°for substrate deprotonation. This situation plays to the strengths of the EVB method in modeling reactions that proceed through a high energy polar intermediate, because: (i) It is easier to model computationally the effects of changing enzyme structure on the stability of a fully formed intermediate, than the effects on the stability of a metastable transition state.
(ii) These effects on the stability of the highly charged enediolate phosphate trianion reaction intermediate should be dominated by the changes in the electrostatic interactions between the protein catalyst and the intermediate that the EVB method is particularly adept at modeling. 
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Article Complex Interpretations. The I170A, L230A, and I170A/ L230A mutations each result in increases in the activation barrier to ΔG°to formation of the enediolate phosphate. This change in reaction barrier may be due either to the destabilization of the enediolate reaction intermediate (ΔΔG I°) or to the stabilization of the ground-state Michaelis complex [−(ΔΔG R°) ]. In the first case, the change in ΔG°may reflect a reorganization of the active site that results in the destabilization of the reaction intermediate. In the second case, this would reflect the elimination of interactions from the deleted side chains that destabilize the Michaelis complex relative to the enediolate intermediate and result in an increase in the barrier ΔG o for deprotonation of bound substrate to form this intermediate. 91 As shown in Figure 8 , we obtain a linear relationship between the calculated activation free energies (ΔG ⧧ ) and the corresponding Gibbs free energies (ΔG°) for the deprotonation of DHAP and GAP by wild-type and mutant TIM. The calculated total effect of the I170A, L230A, or I170A/L230A mutations on the Gibbs free energy, ΔG°, for the formation of the enediolate phosphate intermediate, is the sum of the effect on the stability of the Michaelis complex (−ΔΔG R°) , and the effect on the stability of the corresponding reaction intermediate (ΔΔG I°) . That is, ΔΔG°= −ΔΔG R°+ ΔΔG I°. The effect of these mutations on the stability of the Michaelis complex (ΔΔG R°) can been determined from the change in the experimental value of K m for the TIM-catalyzed deprotonation of DHAP and GAP ( Table 2 ). The overall Gibbs free energy, ΔΔG°, for the deprotonation of the substrate is provided by our calculations (Table 1) . From these data, we can therefore obtain the values of ΔΔG I°= ΔΔG°+ ΔΔG R° ( Table 2) and provide graphical representations in Figure 9A and B of data for deprotonation of DHAP bound to the L230A and the I170A mutant enzymes, respectively. Figure 9 provides insight into the roles of the hydrophobic side chains in TIM-catalyzed deprotonation of substrate. The relative values of k cat for isomerization catalyzed by L230A and I170A mutants show that there is a 1.0 kcal mol −1 larger destabilization of the transition state for deprotonation of DHAP catalyzed by the L230A mutant as compared to the I170A mutant. This implies that the hydrophobic side chain of L230 at wild-type TIM provides a 1.0 kcal mol −1 stronger stabilization of the enediolate intermediate relative to DHAP than the side chain of I170. However, the I170A and L230A substitutions result in a 1.0 kcal mol −1 destabilization and 1.3 kcal mol −1 stabilization, respectively, of the Michaelis complexes to DHAP (Figure 9A and B) . 43 This corresponds to a 2.3 kcal mol −1 change in the relative energies of the Michaelis complexes, which is larger than the 1.0 kcal mol −1 difference in the effects of these mutations on ΔG°for substrate ionization. A correction for these changes in groundstate energies shows that the presence of the hydrophobic side chain from I170, as compared to L230, in fact, provides a 1.3 kcal mol −1 stronger stabilization of the enediolate intermediate relative to DHAP.
There is a 1.3 kcal mol −1 larger stabilization of the Michaelis complex to GAP as compared to DHAP for the I170A mutant (ΔΔG R°, Table 2 ), which is reflected in the 1.2 kcal mol −1 larger barrier ΔG°for deprotonation of DHAP as compared to GAP to form the enediolate phosphate. By contrast, the L230A mutation provides a 1.0 kcal mol −1 larger stabilization of the Michaelis complex to DHAP as compared to GAP that favors deprotonation of GAP relative to DHAP. These results show that the I170A and L230A mutations provide preferential stabilization of enzyme complexes to GAP and DHAP, respectively, and suggest that these differences in the stabilizing binding interactions are lost upon substrate deprotonation to form the similarly structured enediolate reaction intermediates (Scheme 1).
The results of the present calculations, summarized by Figure  9 , emphasize the importance of I170 and L230 in ensuring optimal stabilizing interactions between TIM and transition state for substrate deprotonation. 92 The estimated electrostatic contributions from both protein and solvent to the calculated activation free energies for the deprotonation of DHAP and GAP are shown in Figures 4 and 5 . These electrostatic interactions are weakened by the I170A, L230A, and I170A/ L230A mutations, where the changes in the total electrostatic interactions are the sum of many small changes in individual interaction, including the electrostatic contributions from N10, K12, H95, S96, and E129 shown in Tables S7 and S8 . These results support the notion that the placement of I170 and L230 at the tightly packed active site of TIM is critical to the observation of optimal electrostatic stabilization of the transition state for substrate deprotonation. We conclude that the replacement of these bulky side chains by the methyl group of alanine is accompanied by a repositioning of the catalytic side chains, and a reduction in the optimal electrostatic stabilization of the transition state for substrate deprotonation.
Ground-State Effects. The ground-state effects of the I170A and L230A mutations are too complex to be modeled in full by these calculations. However, our results provide insight into their contribution to the observed effects of I170A and L230A mutations on enzyme activity. The X-ray crystal structures for unliganded wild-type, I170A, L230A, and I170A/L230A TbbTIM and for the corresponding complexes to phosphoglycolate (PGA), at resolutions ranging from 1.7 to 2.3 Å, show that the mutations cause no significant changes in the structure of the complexes to PGA, but that each deleted hydrophobic side chain at these complexes is replaced by a single water molecule. 44 The results of our simulations (Figure 43 e Estimated as the difference between the value of ΔΔG°for the overall effect of the mutation on the reaction driving force and ΔΔG R°: ΔΔG I°= (ΔΔG°+ ΔΔG R°) .
f The calculated energies are averages over 30 independent EVB trajectories for each enzyme, as described in the Methodology.
Article 3) are in agreement with X-ray structural data. These simulations show that I170A, L230A, and I170A/L230A mutations each result in an increase in the average number of water molecules within 4 Å of the E165 side chain at the transition state for these reactions ( Figure 3A) , and in the corresponding average number of hydrogen bonds that these water molecules form to the carboxylate side chain of E165 (Table S6 ). We note also that the additional water molecules introduced in our simulations are located in positions similar to those observed in ref 44 . Figure 3B and Table S6 suggest that the 1.3 kcal mol −1 stabilization of the Michaelis complex at the L230A mutant is due to the stabilizing interactions between water and the side chain of E165. However, a consideration of the effect of these mutations on the ground-state solvation of I170 cannot rationalize the opposite 1.0 kcal mol −1 destabilization of the Michaelis complex observed for the I170A mutant TIM. Insight into the explanation for the different effects of the I170 and L230 mutations on K m is obtained from a comparison of the effect of these mutations on the mobility of amino acid side chains at the Michaelis complex. We have examined the rootmean-square fluctuations (RMSF) of individual residues at the transition states complexes of the wild-type and mutant TIMs (Figures 6 and S4) . The RMSF plots (Figures 6 and S4) show both the absolute values for the simulations of wild-type TIM in complex with DHAP and GAP, as well as the difference between the RMSF (ΔRMSF) for wild-type and the I170A, L230A, or I170A/L230A mutant forms of yTIM ( Figure 10 ).
The increase in the RMSF for the I170A mutant is consistent with an increase in the flexibility of loop 6, which suggests that the mutation results in a weakening of the hydrophobic interaction between the side chains of I170 and V167 ( Figure  7 ). We propose that the different effects of the I170A and L230A mutations on K m for substrate binding reflect the different effects of these mutations on the relative stability of the open and closed forms of TIM for mutations at flexible loop 6 and at a site distant from loop 6. The Michaelis complex of substrate bound to the closed form of each mutant is stabilized by interactions between the additional water(s) and the carboxylate side chain of E165. This is the dominant effect that controls the decrease in K m for the L230A mutant. By contrast, the effect of the I170A mutation is controlled by the destabilization of the closed form of the TIM from the loss of the hydrophobic interactions between the protein (V176) and the excised side chain (Figure 7) .
The L230A mutation results in surprising (15−20) -fold increases in the second-order rate constant for TIM-catalyzed deprotonation of the truncated substrate glycolaldehyde and in the affinity of phosphite dianion in activation of the TIMcatalyzed deprotonation of glycolaldehyde. 42, 43 We attribute these changes to ground-state effects of the L230A mutation, which result in increases in the fractional concentration of TIM present in a high energy active form. 42, 43 We are, however, unable to use the results of the present calculations to provide insight into the origin of these proposed ground-state effects.
The pK a of the Carboxylic Acid Side Chain of E165. The I170A mutation of TbbTIM is accompanied by a decrease in the pK a for deprotonation of the hydrogen-bonded complex between the PGA trianion and the carboxylic acid side chain of E165 (Scheme 2), from pK a > 10 for wild-type TIM to pK a = 7.8. 47 It was proposed that this result supports the conclusion that "the hydrophobic side chain of Ile170 plays a critical role in effecting the large increase in the basicity of the catalytic base upon the binding of substrate or inhibitors." 47 This conclusion includes the implicit assumption that the I170A mutation 
Article results in the same decrease in pK a 's of the carboxylic acid side chain of E165 at the TIM·substrate and at the TIM·PGA complexes.
We note the following complications, and suggest that this assumption is inappropriate:
(1) The proposed ground-state effect of the I170A mutation on the basicity of E165 at the TIM·substrate complex is presumably due to an increase in the stabilizing solvation of the side chain anion at the mutant enzyme that would result in a decrease in K m . We find instead that this mutation results in an increase in K m . 44 (2) The effect of the I170A mutation on the pK a of the binary complex to PGA represents, in part, the combined effects of the mutation on the stability of the enzyme−inhibitor hydrogen bond, and on destabilizing electrostatic interactions between the inhibitor trianion and the carboxylate anion at the deprotonated enzyme (Scheme 2). There should be a smaller effect of this mutation on the pK a of the binary complex to substrate dianion, because of the weaker destabilizing electrostatic interactions between the carboxylate anion with the substrate dianion, and the lack of a significant hydrogenbonding interaction between the carboxylic acid and substrate.
(3) Proton transfer from substrate to TIM to form the enediolate trianion, whose charge is similar to that for PGA, should result in a significant increase in the pK a for the carboxylic acid side chain of E165. We propose that (i) the pK a of this side chain at the complex to the enediolate intermediate is similar to the high pK a determined for the complex to PGA (Scheme 2). 47 (ii) An important role of I170 is to optimize the increase in side chain basicity that accompanies substrate deprotonation. 93 (iii) The I170A mutation has the effect of weakening the destabilizing electrostatic interactions of the carboxylate anion with the intermediate trianion. (iv) A large fraction of this increase in the pK a of the side chain at the complex to the substrate dianion, as compared to the enediolate trianion, is expressed at a late transition state for substrate deprotonation (Figure 8 ). 93 
■ BROADER ISSUES
The large variations in the amino acid sequences of TIMs from organisms that span the known course of evolution contrast sharply with the small changes in the positions of the amino acid side chains at enzyme active sites, which are nearly superimposable for TIMs from different organisms. 39, 46 This suggests that the optimal, or "perfect", structure for the active site of TIM may have been achieved relatively early in evolution, 6, 94 and that this structure has been conserved with the drifting in the sequence of amino acids at other regions of the protein. We expect that positions of the side chains that participate directly in the chemistry of the enzyme-catalyzed proton transfer reaction such as K12, H95, and E165 should be conserved to maintain their optimal stabilizing interactions with the transition state. Our investigations of I170 and L230 have focused on developing an understanding of the imperatives for the high conservation in the position of these conserved active site side chains.
The evolution of the catalytic efficiency of TIM and other enzymes is driven by two imperatives: (1) the requirement for optimal stabilizing interactions between the protein catalyst and the enzyme-bound transition state; and (2) the requirement to defer the expression of these optimal interactions from the Michaelis complex to the transition state, to avoid irreversible substrate binding. 85, 86, 91 The latter may be accomplished through the utilization of substrate binding energy to introduce destabilizing interactions into the protein and/or substrate, which are relieved at the transition state for the catalyzed reaction. 49, 91, 95 A comparison of the X-ray crystal structures for wild-type, I170A, L230A, and I170A/L230A mutants of TIM shows that the effects of these mutations on the structure of the unliganded protein and the complex to PGA are minimal, except that the excised amino acid side chains are replaced by molecules of water at the PGA complex. 44 The effects on the structure of the binary enzyme−inhibitor complex suggest that the hydrophobic side chains function to enhance the groundstate basicity of E165. These appearances are deceiving. The experimental and computational results to model the effect of these mutations on the wild-type TIM-catalyzed reaction provide support for the existence of a modest ca. 1.3 kcal mol −1 effect of the L230A mutation of the stability of groundstate Michaelis complex ( Figure 9 ). By contrast, our results provide strong evidence that these hydrophobic side chains are building blocks at a complex active site architecture, which provides for optimal stabilizing electrostatic interactions between the protein catalyst and the transition state for TIMcatalyzed substrate deprotonation. 92 The phosphodianion binding energy of the substrates for TIM, orotidine 5′-monophosphate decarboxylase (OMPDC), 96 ,97 glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GPDH), 98, 99 and other enzymes 100,101 is utilized to drive a large activating enzyme conformational change. 85 By contrast, experimental results on TIM discussed here and on OMPDC 85, 102 provide only limited support for the proposal that the phosphodianion binding energy is utilized to introduce steric or electrostatic stress into the substrate. We have proposed that the ligand phosphodianion binding energy is utilized to pay the significant entropic and enthalpic price for the conversion of floppy, well-solvated open enzymes to tight catalytically active desolvated substrate cages. This provides a general, and perhaps prevailing, mechanism for avoiding irreversible substrate binding by deferring the expression of large intrinsic substrate binding energies from the Michaelis complex to the enzymic transition state.
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